SHOOTING - MOROCCO - QUAIL & LARK

DAY BY DAY FROM MARRAKECH
OBTSH03QL

Validity: End September to End February
Shoot authorised every Friday, Saturday, Sunday & Monday.
Minimum 4 shooters.
Your programme includes:

* 1 day’s shooting in a private reserve. * Shooting Rights and formalities re Temporary Introduction & Extraction of your firearm in Morocco (see below).
* Guides, porters (tips not included) & shooting dogs.* Private transfers to & from Reserves. * Taxes on bagged birds in accordance with authorised amounts.
* All relevant Moroccan duties, insurances & taxes.
A private reserve of 45,000 hectares in the heart of the Western High Atlas Mountains some 50km. from Marrakech. Flat countryside in agricultural fields, in fields
of cotton, lucerne and potato and light brush. Specially-trained spaniels, pointers and setters are at your disposal. This wild game fowl, ‘Coturnix Coturnix here
averages in height between 16-18cm, the male weighing 70-100gr. and the female 85-135gr. with a wingspan of between 32-35cm. Authorised shoot 20 birds per
day.

08:30 departure up with your shooting guide in a chauffeured ATV or minibus from your hotel or riad to the private reserve. You meet and porters and select
your dogs and purchased boxed shells are distributed. Shooting of walked up birds is until around 4pm, after a field picnic of salad, wood-charred meat, fruit,
cheese, wine and water, when you return to your hotel or riad in Marrakech, perhaps to take another day’s pre-reserved shooting.
Plus obligatory per person One-time Temporary Shooting Permit; Permit to carry arms; Moroccan Formalities for Temporary Gun Entry Permits, Insurances:

Approx €150

The importation of shells is prohibited. Shells by box will be sold on site in accordance with the calibre of gun advised through the Permit Form you’ve sent. The
on-site service of cleaning, freezing and packing of the birds is offered, as is that of a cooler should you not bring your own, and an Export Permit of the bag(s)
can be arranged, all for an additional fee, paid on site.
Please note that Olive Branch Tours and/or its agents are not responsible in any way for accidents or loss resulting from the operation of the shoot in which
each guest is a participant.
To choose you hotel or ryad, please close this page and go to Find a Hotel or Find a Ryad
We would be delighted to reserve your hotel and transfers to & from the airport in Marrakech for you and arrange any excursions from, or visits of,
this Imperial City.

